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Outline

� Introduction and Motivation
� Why is latency so important? 

� How to achieve “Delay-optimality?”
� Model, Key Challenge, Main Results, and 

Methodology

� Summary
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Cloud Services are Ubiquitous
Form the core of many Web applications…
� Media
� Energy
� Military
� Internet
� Climate 
� Finance
� Big data
� Education
� Government
� Medical care
� E-commerce
� Management
� Social network

A big concern: Low latency
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General Architecture for 
Large Scale Cloud Services

� Tasks arrive in batches, called Jobs
� Variable batch size

� Tasks are executed on Servers
� Data locality: Task only assigned to servers with necessary data 

� Many parallel Schedulers and servers
� To support big data & many users

� Used for search, storage, analytics, streaming, ...
� E.g., Google’s BigTable, Berkeley’s Mesos, Hadoop's YARN

Server

ServerScheduler 

…

Job queues
Scheduler 

…

…

Scheduler …
Server

Server

task

Server

…

Task queues

{Per-task 
data locality
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Distributed & Centralized Queues
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Scheduler …
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[1] Sun, Koksal, Shroff, “On Delay-Optimal Scheduling in Queueing Systems with Replications”, 2016. 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.07322

(Near) delay-optimal
scheduling in centralized 

queueing systems
[Sun, Koksal, Shroff’16]

(Near) delay-optimal
scheduling in distributed

queueing systems
[Sun, Koksal, Shroff’16]

Google: “Allow servers to communicate”

Focus of this talk
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Model: Centralized Queueing System

� Job consists of      unit-size Tasks
� A job is completed when all its tasks are completed

� Task service times are random
� Reasons: Network congestion, I/O contention, cache misses, database 

blocking, disk failures, …
� i.i.d. across time, independent across servers (fast vs slow)

� Task preemption is not allowed
� A server must complete a task before serving the next

Server

Server

Server

Scheduler …

taskki

Job queues

i ki

fast 

slow
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Technique to Reduce Delay:
Task Replications

� Replicate a task on multiple servers (at possibly different times)
� Once a copy is completed, remaining copies can be cancelled
Pro:
� Reduce task execution time

� E.g., Google’s BigTable: 99.9%-th percentile delay 1,800 ms è 74 ms

Con: 
� Increase waiting time of other tasks, increase system load

Server

Server

Server

Scheduler …

taskki

Job queues

To replicate or not ⏤ A fundamental dilemma
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Delay Metrics
� arriving jobs,     is either finite or infinite
� Job    arrives at time     , is completed at time            in policy
� Due time     : Soft deadline   

� Completion after       is allowed, but with a penalty called “lateness”

� Average delay:

� Maximum lateness:

� Maximum delay:

� Arbitrary arrival process / job parameters: 
� Arbitrary number of jobs    , job size     , arrival time     , due time 

i ai Ci(⇡) ⇡
n n

Davg(C(⇡)) =
1

n

nX

i=1

[Ci(⇡)� ai]

di
di

L
max

(C(⇡)) = max

i=1,...,n
[Ci(⇡)� di]

D
max

(C(⇡)) = max

i=1,...,n
[Ci(⇡)� ai]

Time difference between job arrival and completion

Special case of max. lateness:

ki ai di

di = ai

n
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Delay Metrics （cont’d）
� More generally, we consider the classes of delay metrics that are 

non-decreasing and Schur-convex in the delay or lateness vectors. 
� Any symmetric & convex function is Schur-convex, e.g.,     norm 

� Mean square delay: 

� Mean square lateness:  

In general, each delay metric can be expressed as

� is a non-decreasing function of job completion time vector
� Each delay metric is a random variable 

Tms(C(⇡)) =
1

n

nX

i=1

max[Ci(⇡)� di, 0]
2

Dms(C(⇡)) =
1

n

nX

i=1

[Ci(⇡)� ai]
2

f(C(⇡)) = f([C1(⇡), . . . , Cn(⇡)])

f

lp

C(⇡)
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Delay Optimality
� Goal: Minimize the CCDF and all moments of these delay 

metrics             among all causal non-preemptive policies P 

� Definition:
Policy P is delay-optimal in distribution (stochastic ordering) for 
minimizing               , if for all job parameters                                    , i.e.,
the number, sizes, arrival times, due times of the jobs  

where P is the set of causal non-preemptive policies.

Equivalent definition: 

f(C(⇡))

CCDF 

Moments

I = {n, (ai, ki, di)ni=1}

f(C(⇡))

Pr[f(C(P )) > x|I] = min
⇡2⇧

Pr[f(C(⇡)) > x|I], 8 x � 0, 8 I

E[��f(C(P ))|I] = min

⇡2⇧
E[��f(C(⇡))|I], 8 non-decreasing function �, 8 I
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Difficulty of Delay-Optimal Scheduling
� Single-server systems: Optimality is achievable

� Deterministic scheduling:
� Average delay: SRPT [Schrage’68,Smith’78]

� Stochastic scheduling:
� Weighted average delay: c- rule [Smith’56], Gittins index [Gittins’79],

Klimov’s model [Klimov’74]

� Multi-server systems: Optimality is notoriously difficult!!
� Deterministic scheduling:

� Average delay: NP hard for     2 servers [Leonardi, Raz’97]
� Stochastic scheduling:

� Average delay: “Notoriously hard” [Weiss’90’92’95], [Glazebrook et al’99]
� Limiting regimes: Large system limits, heavy traffic limits, …

� Our formulation: (general)
Allows finite/infinite jobs, stationary/transient system states 

µ

�
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Additional Difficulty due to Replications

� Reduce execution time of a task, increase waiting time of other tasks

Prior studies of replications:
� Average delay analysis [Huang’12, Shah’14, Gardner’15’16, etc.]
� Delay minimization 

� Each job has a single task [Borst’03, Koole’08, Kim’10] 
� Minimizing average delay in a specific family of policies 

[Shah’13, Joshi’15, Lee’15]

Difference: 
� More general job sizes, delay metrics, policy space

To replicate or not ⏤ A fundamental dilemma
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Our Contributions

Contributions: (two-fold)
� For any job parameters (i.e., the number, sizes, arrival times, and 

due times of the jobs), we design low complexity scheduling policies 
that are proven to be (near) delay-optimal in distribution for
minimizing several classes of delay metrics.

� Methodology: New sample-path ordering + coupling

Sun, Koksal, Shroff, “On Delay-Optimal Scheduling in Queueing Systems with Replications”, 2016. https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.07322
Sun, Koksal, Shroff, “Near Delay-Optimal Scheduling of Batch Jobs in Multi-Server Systems”, 2016. https://ece.osu.edu/~suny

Server

Server

Server

Scheduler …

taskki

Job queues
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New Idea: Near Delay Optimality

� Job completion time          :
� ALL tasks of job have completed service (left the servers)

� Lower bound of job completion time         :
� ALL tasks of job have started service (entered the servers)
� Hence,

Vi(⇡)

Ci(⇡)

Ci(⇡)Vi(⇡)

Server

Server

Server

Scheduler …

ki

Job queues

Vi(⇡)  Ci(⇡)

i

i
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� : job completion time vector
� : lower bound vector
� then, 

� Delay optimality in distribution:

� Near delay optimality in distribution: (relaxed goal)

Questions: How to design such policy P?
How far is policy P from delay optimality?

C(⇡) = [C1(⇡), . . . , Cn(⇡)]

V(⇡) = [V1(⇡), . . . , Vn(⇡)]

V(⇡)  C(⇡)

Near Delay Optimality (cont’d)

Pr[f(V(P )) > x|I]min
⇡2⇧

Pr[f(C(⇡)) > x|I], 8 x � 0, 8 I

Pr[f(C(P )) > x|I]=min
⇡2⇧

Pr[f(C(⇡)) > x|I], 8 x � 0, 8 I
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Policy Design: When not to replicate?
� Example 1: deterministic service time 
� No replication is needed

� Extended to New-Better-than-Used (NBU) distributions

� E.g., the life of a new car is probably longer 
than the remaining life of a 5-year-old car

� No replication, unless all tasks are 
under service & some servers are idle

P{New task takes more 
than t sec to complete}

P{Old task takes more than 
another t sec to complete} �

geometric distribution

Pr[X > t]�Pr[X > t+ ⌧ |X > ⌧ ], 8 t, ⌧ � 0.
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Policy Design: When to Replicate?
� Example 2: minimize delay to win lottery
� instant, but fails with prob. p …
� Replication is good

� Extended to New-Worse-than-Used (NWU) distributions

log(p)

When to replicate? Depend on the type of distribution:

NBU distributions: No replication, unless all tasks are 
under service & some servers are idle;
NWU distributions: Replicate a task to all servers 

Pr[X > t]Pr[X > t+ ⌧ |X > ⌧ ], 8 t, ⌧ � 0.
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Policy Design: Which Job to Serve First?
Average delay: 

� Single server: Shorted Remaining Processing Time (SRPT) first 
[Schrage’68,Smith’78]

Davg(C(⇡)) =
1

n

nX

i=1

[Ci(⇡)� ai]

0 10 11
Long-time job first: Avg Delay=10.5

time
0 1 11

Short-time job first: Avg Delay=6

time
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Policy Design: Which Job to Serve First?
Average delay: 

� Multi-server: Fewest Unassigned Tasks (FUT) First [Sun et al.’16]
� Approximation of SRPT

Maximum lateness:
Maximum Delay:

Davg(C(⇡)) =
1

n

nX

i=1

[Ci(⇡)� ai]

Which job to serve first? Depend on delay metric:
Average delay: Fewest Unassigned Tasks (FUT) First
Maximum lateness: Earliest Due Date (EDD) First
Maximum delay: First-Come, First-Served (FCFS)

Server

Server

Server

SchedulerA2

A1

A1A1 One unassigned task A2

L
max

(C(⇡)) = max

i=1,...,n
[Ci(⇡)� di]

D
max

(C(⇡)) = max

i=1,...,n
[Ci(⇡)� ai]
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NBU Distributions:
Near Delay Optimality

Theorem. If task service times are NBU, i.i.d. across time, independent across 
servers, then for arbitrary job parameters

Multi-server scheduling: Little success on achieving additive gap from optimum
� All jobs arrive at time 0 [Weiss’90’92’95] 
� by the achievable region method [Dacre, Glazebrook, Nino-Mora’99]
Difference: Model & methodology

Corollary. For arbitrary job parameters

where           is maximum job sizes,      is the number of servers.

O(mk
max

)

k
max

m

E[D
avg

(C(FUT-LPR))|I]�min

⇡2⇧

E [D
avg

(C(⇡))|I]

[ln(min{k
max

,m}+ 1)] max

l=1,...,m
E[Xl] ⇠ O[ln(min{k

max

,m})]

I = {n, (ai, ki, di)ni=1}

Fewest Unassigned Tasks First with No Replication

Pr[Davg(V(FUT-NR)) > x|I]  min
⇡2⇧

Pr[Davg(C(⇡)) > x|I], 8 x � 0

I = {n, (ai, ki, di)ni=1}
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NBU Distributions:
Near Delay Optimality

Theorem. If task service times are NBU, i.i.d. across time, independent across 
servers, then for arbitrary job parameters

Multi-server scheduling: Little success on achieving additive gap from optimum
� All jobs arrive at time 0 [Weiss’90’92’95] 
� by the achievable region method [Dacre, Glazebrook, Nino-Mora’99]
Difference: Model & methodology

Corollary. For arbitrary job parameters

where           is maximum job sizes,      is the number of servers.

O(mk
max

)

k
max

m

E[D
avg

(C(FUT-LPR))|I]�min

⇡2⇧

E [D
avg

(C(⇡))|I]

[ln(min{k
max

,m}+ 1)] max

l=1,...,m
E[Xl] ⇠ O[ln(min{k

max

,m})]

Pr[Davg(V(FUT-NR)) > x|I]  min
⇡2⇧

Pr[Davg(C(⇡)) > x|I], 8 x � 0

Fewest Unassigned Tasks First with No Replication

Our policy is within a small additive delay gap 
from the optimum for arbitrary job parameters. 

I = {n, (ai, ki, di)ni=1}

I = {n, (ai, ki, di)ni=1}
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NBU Distributions:
Near Delay Optimality

Theorem. If task service times are NBU, i.i.d. across time, independent across 
servers, then for arbitrary job parameters
1. Average delay: Fewest Unassigned Tasks First with No Replication (FUT-NR)

2. Maximum lateness: Earliest Due Date First with No Replication (EDD-NR) 

3. Maximum delay: First-Come, First-Served with No Replication (FCFS-NR) 

Sun, Koksal, Shroff, “On Delay-Optimal Scheduling in Queueing Systems with Replications”, 2016. https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.07322
Sun, Koksal, Shroff, “Near Delay-Optimal Scheduling of Batch Jobs in Multi-Server Systems”, 2016. https://ece.osu.edu/~suny

I = {n, (ai, ki, di)ni=1}

Pr[Davg(V(FUT-NR)) > x|I]  min
⇡2⇧

Pr[Davg(C(⇡)) > x|I], 8 x � 0

Pr[L
max

(V(EDD-NR)) > x|I]  min
⇡2⇧

Pr[L
max

(C(⇡)) > x|I], 8 x � 0

Pr[D
max

(V(FCFS-NR)) > x|I]  min
⇡2⇧

Pr[D
max

(C(⇡)) > x|I], 8 x � 0
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NWU Distributions:
Delay Optimality

Theorem. If task service times are NWU, i.i.d. across time, independent across 
servers, then for arbitrary job parameters
1. Average delay: Fewest Unassigned Tasks First with Replication (FUT-R)

If all jobs have the same number of tasks, then

2. Maximum lateness: Earliest Due Date First with Replication (EDD-R) 
If earlier arrived job has earlier due time, then

3. Maximum delay: First-Come, First-Served with Replication (FCFS-R) 

Pr[Davg(C(FUT-R)) > x|I] = min
⇡2⇧

Pr[Davg(C(⇡)) > x|I], 8 x � 0

Pr[L
max

(C(EDD-R)) > x|I] = min
⇡2⇧

Pr[L
max

(C(⇡)) > x|I], 8 x � 0

Pr[D
max

(C(FCFS-R)) > x|I] = min
⇡2⇧

Pr[D
max

(C(⇡)) > x|I], 8 x � 0

Sun, Koksal, Shroff, “On Delay-Optimal Scheduling in Queueing Systems with Replications”, 2016. https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.07322
Sun, Koksal, Shroff, “Near Delay-Optimal Scheduling of Batch Jobs in Multi-Server Systems”, 2016. https://ece.osu.edu/~suny

I = {n, (ai, ki, di)ni=1}
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Significant Delay Reduction

Jitter probability of video streaming
NBU distribution: EDD-NR (near-optimal)

1000x reduction in jitter probability!10x reduction in moderate to high loads!

Mean average delay
NWU distribution: FUT-R (optimal)
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How to Prove (Near) Delay Optimality?
Backward Reasoning: Result è Conditions
� Step 1: Sufficient condition for delay inequality

Difficulty: Find sample-path condition for near
delay optimality

� Step 2: Propose work-efficiency ordering
Difficulty: Work-conservation law not hold 
� Many replication modes è

Different task execution times

� Step 3: Coupling argument
Difficulty: coupling for near optimality

Sample-path condition

(No) Replication rule
NWU/NBU distribution

(stochastic ordering)

(sample-path)

Davg(V(P ))  Davg(C(⇡))
on sample-path

Work-efficiency ordering FUT rule

(sample-path)

Next
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Step 1: Sample-path Inequalities

� : # of remaining tasks of job 
� : # of unassigned tasks of job 

� If job    has not arrived or is completed, then  
� By definition,  

Lemma: [Second Proof on the Optimality of SRPT, Smith’78] 
If 

where             is the i-th largest component of                                 , then 

Server

Server

Server

Scheduler
A2

A1

A1A1 Remaining tasks: 2
Unassigned tasks: 1

nX

i=j

⇠[i],P (t) 
nX

i=j

⇠[i],⇡(t), 8 t � 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , n,

⇠i,⇡(t)

�i,⇡(t)

0  �i,⇡(t)  ⇠i,⇡(t)  ki

⇠i,⇡(t) = �i,⇡(t) = 0

(⇠1,⇡(t), . . . , ⇠n,⇡(t))⇠[i],⇡(t)

Davg(c(P ))  Davg(c(⇡))

i

i
i
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Sample-path Orderings for 
Average Delay

Lemma: [Sun, Koksal, Shroff’16] 
If 

then 

nX

i=j

�[i],P (t) 
nX

i=j

⇠[i],⇡(t), 8 t � 0, 8j

Lemma: [Smith’78] 
If 

then Davg(v(P ))  Davg(c(⇡))Davg(c(P ))  Davg(c(⇡))

Server

Server

Server

Scheduler …

ki

Job queues
vi(⇡) ci(⇡)

# of remaining tasks 

{
{

Lower bound of job completion time

{

Job completion time

# of unassigned tasks 

{

nX

i=j

⇠[i],P (t) 
nX

i=j

⇠[i],⇡(t), 8 t � 0, 8j
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Sample-path Orderings for 
Maximum Lateness

Lemma: [Sun, Koksal, Shroff’16] 
If 

then L
max

(c(P ))  L
max

(c(⇡))

X

i:di⌧

⇠i,P (t) 
X

i:di⌧

⇠i,⇡(t), 8 t, ⌧ � 0

Lemma: [Sun, Koksal, Shroff’16] 
If 

then 

X

i:di⌧

�i,P (t) 
X

i:di⌧

⇠i,⇡(t), 8 t, ⌧ � 0

L
max

(v(P ))  L
max

(c(⇡))

Sun, Koksal, Shroff, “On Delay-Optimal Scheduling in Queueing Systems with Replications”, 2016. https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.07322
Sun, Koksal, Shroff, “Near Delay-Optimal Scheduling of Batch Jobs in Multi-Server Systems”, 2016. https://ece.osu.edu/~suny
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Sample-path Orderings for 
Maximum Delay

Lemma: [Sun, Koksal, Shroff’16] 
If 

then 

Lemma: [Sun, Koksal, Shroff’16] 
If 

then 

Let              , yields di = ai

X

i:ai⌧

⇠i,P (t) 
X

i:ai⌧

⇠i,⇡(t), 8 t, ⌧ � 0

D
max

(c(P ))  D
max

(c(⇡))

X

i:ai⌧

�i,P (t) 
X

i:ai⌧

⇠i,⇡(t), 8 t, ⌧ � 0

D
max

(v(P ))  D
max

(c(⇡))

Sun, Koksal, Shroff, “On Delay-Optimal Scheduling in Queueing Systems with Replications”, 2016. https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.07322
Sun, Koksal, Shroff, “Near Delay-Optimal Scheduling of Batch Jobs in Multi-Server Systems”, 2016. https://ece.osu.edu/~suny
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Summary 
� Delay-optimal scheduling is notoriously difficult!

� Optimal policies obtained in single-server queueing systems.
� Little success on bounding the sub-optimality gap in over 30 years.
� Replication over multiple servers further exacerbates this difficulty…

� Our design principles:
� NWU servers: Replication (R)
� NBU servers: No Replication (NR)
� Average delay: Fewest Unassigned Task (FUT)
� Maximum Lateness: Earliest Due Date (EDD)
� Maximum Delay: First-Come First-Served (FCFS)

Designed efficient policies by using these principles,
Proven near delay optimality for general arrival process


